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Abstract 
We introduce the class of k-node label controlled (NLC) graphs and the class of k-NLC trees. 
Each k-NLC graph is an undirected tree-structured graph, where k is a positive integer. The 
class of k-NLC trees is a proper subset of the class of k-NLC graphs. Both classes include many 
interesting graph families. For instance, each partial k-tree is a (2“+ ’ - l)-NLC tree and each 
co-graph is a I-NLC graph. Furthermore, we introduce a very general method for the design of 
polynomial algorithms for NP-complete graph problems, where the input graphs are restricted 
to tree-structured graphs. We exemplify our method with the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM and 
the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUITPROPERTY on k-NLC graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A large number of papers have been published concerning special classes of 
tree-structured graphs. A well-known and extensively studied class of tree-structured 
graphs is the class of partial k-trees [14] or equivalently the class of graphs having 
tree-width k [15]. In this paper, we define a more extensive class of graphs. We call it 
the class of k-node label controlled (NLC) graphs. k-NLC graphs are recursively 
defined. The definition is based on a certain labeling of vertices in undirected graphs. 
The class of k-NLC graphs seems to be the most general class of graphs defined by 
adjacencies. A simple natural restriction of the recursive definition of k-NLC graphs 
leads to the class of k-NLC trees, which is a proper subset of the class of k-NLC 
graphs. 
The class of k-NLC graphs has some nice and interesting properties. It includes 
several other important classes of graphs. For instance, each partial k-tree is 
a (Zk+’ - l)-NLC tree. The class of k-NLC graphs also contains dense graphs, i.e., 
graphs with n vertices and O(n*) edges. For instance, the class of l-NLC graphs is 
exactly the class of all co-graphs [8], and thus contains all complete graphs. 
Several authors discussed the problem how to solve NP-complete graph problems 
on tree-structured graphs in polynomial time. Three of these approaches are [2, 3,4]. 
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Arnborg et al. [2] are interested in giving a very general and logical criterion for 
a graph property to be decidable in polynomial time when restricted to partial k-trees. 
Bodlaender introduces in [4] two classes of graph problems called ECC and LCC 
problems that can be solved in polynomial time on partial k-trees with dynamic 
programming methods. Bern, Lawler, and Wong give in [3] a frame for linear time 
algorithms for the computation of certain optimal subgraphs of partial k-trees. 
All authors in [2-41 assume that a tree-structured expression or equivalently 
a composition tree for the input graph is given. Such a composition can be found 
in polynomial (linear) time for each partial k-tree, see [l] ([18]). But the recognition 
problem for k-NLC graphs and k-NLC trees, however, is still open for each k > 1. 
Thus, we shall assume that when we are given an input graph, we are also given its 
composition. 
In this paper, we introduce a simple and very general method to solve NP-complete 
graph problems on tree-structured graphs in polynomial time. Our method works as 
follows: let II be the graph problem that we want to solve on a tree-structured graph 
G. Assume that the graph G is defined by a system M. Usually, M is an algebra of 
graphs. We map M onto a polynomial algebra Mn of abstract structures that has the 
same signature as M. That is, for each G in M given by its composition, we can 
compute in polynomial time an abstract structure G’ in Mn such that II(G) = II’( 
Here, n’ is a polynomial time problem on the abstract structures of Mn. The mapping 
from M to Mn has to be a polynomial outspace transformation. Such a graph problem 
is called a polynomial recognizable graph problem. 
We exemplify our method with the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM and the HAMILTONIAN 
CIRCUITPROPERTY on k-NLCtrees.That is,we showthatthe SIMPLEMAX-CUTPROBLEM 
and the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY are polynomial recognizable with respect to 
k-NLC graphs. The second example also shows that the LONGEST CIRCUIT and the 
LONGEST PATH PROBLEM can be solved in polynomial time on k-NLC graphs. 
2. Node label controlled graphs 
We work with finite (undirected) graphs G = (V,, EG), where V, is a finite set of 
vertices and EG G {{u, v> 1 U,VE V, A u # v} is a set of (undirected) edges. 
size(G):= 1 V, ) + J&J denotes the size of G, and 9 denotes the set of all graphs. 
Let G be a graph. A graph J is a subgraph of G, denoted J E G, if VJ is a subset 
of V, and EJ is a subset of EG. J is an induced subgraph of G if J is a subgraph of G and 
EJ = {{u, v} E EG (u, VE V5}. J and G are called equal, denoted J = G, if there is 
a bijection b from V, to I$ that preserves adjacencies, i.e., (u, v} EE., o (b(u), 
b(v)3 EEG. 
Let k E N be a positive integer and [k] be the set of integers { 1,2, . . . , k}. A k-node 
labeled (NL) graph is a system G = (V,, Ec, lab,), where (Vo, Eo) is a graph and 
labo : Vc -+ [k] is a vertex label mapping that labels each vertex u E Vc with a positive 
integer lab(u) from [k]. u&b(G):= (Vo, EC) denotes the unlabeled graph underlying 
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G, size(G) := size(unlab(G)) denotes the size of G, and NLI, denotes the set of all k-NL 
graphs. 
Let G, J E NL,, be two k-NL graphs. J is a k-NL subgraph of G, denoted J z G, if 
VJ E V,, E, E EG, and labJ(u) = labc(u) for all vertices UE VJ. J is an induced k-NL 
subgraph of G if J c G and EJ = {{u, V} E EG 1 u, v E VJ}. J and G are called equal, 
denoted J = G, if there is a bijection b from VJ to V, that preserves adjacencies and the 
labeling, i.e., (u, v} E EJ o (b(u), b(v)} E E G and labJ(u) = labc(b(u)) for all vertices 
UE v,. 
We start with the recursive definition of the class of k-NLC graphs. Usually, 
a recursive dejinition of a class of graphs consists of a finite number of primitive graphs 
that serves as a base case and some instructions about how to manufacture further 
graphs by certain rules. 
Definition 2.1. Let k E N be a positive integer. A k-node label controlled (NLC) graph is 
a k-NL graph defined as follows: 
(1) The k-NL graph that consists of a single vertex labeled by a positive integer 
tE[k] is a k-NLC graph denoted by l t. 
(2) Let G be a k-NLC graph and R be a mapping from [k] to [k]. The k-NL graph 
J defined by 
I/J:= v,, 
EJ:= E,, 
lab,(u):= R(labc(u)) for all vertices u in J 
is a k-NLC graph denoted by oR(G). 
(3) Let G and J be two vertex disjoint k-NLC graphs and S YE [k]‘. The k-NL 
graph H defined by 
EH:= EG u E_, u {{u, v} ) u E VG A VE VJ A (lab&u), labJ(v))ES}, 
lab,(u):= lab,(u) for all vertices u from G, 
lab,(u):= labJ(u) for all vertices u from J 
is a k-NLC graph denoted by G x,J. 
Intuitively speaking, H is the disjoint union of G and J including all edges (u, v) 
between a vertex u from G and a vertex v from J where (lab(u), lab(v))ES. 
(4) NLCk denotes the set of all k-NLC graphs. 
Fig. 1 shows an example for the construction of a 4-NLC graph. A simple restric- 
tion of Definition 2.1 yields the definition of the class of k-NLC trees. Here, we define 
G x,J to be a k-NLC tree if G and J are k-NLC trees and either S = 8 or one of the 
k-NLC trees G or J has a constant number c of vertices. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that c = 1. We have the following definition for k-NLC trees. 
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H: 
G: 
Fig. 1. The composition of a 4-NLC graph G. The numbers in the cycles are the labels of the vertices. 
~=~x~(l,l).(2,1,,(3,1)~ .I, H= Kx{14,1),(2.2),(3,3): ‘3 K = o((l,4),(2,2),(3,3),(4,4):(‘)~ 1 = Jx{(l,3).(2.3)} .3, 
J = 01 X((I.2)) 02. 
Definition 2.2. Let k E N be a positive integer. A k-node label controlled (NLC) tree is 
a k-NL graph defined as follows: 
(1) The k-NLC graph l t for t E [k] is a k-NLC tree. 
(2) Let G be a k-NLC tree and R: [k] --f [k]. The k-NLC graph oR(G) is a k-NLC 
tree. 
(3) Let G and J be two k-NLC trees, t E [k], and S c [k]“. The k-NLC graphs 
G xQJ and G xs l t are k-NLC trees. 
(4) NLCT, denotes the set of all k-NLC trees. 
The vertices in k-NLC graphs are labeled with positive integers from [k]. This 
labeling is important for further constructions of k-NLC graphs or k-NLC trees, see 
Definition 2.1(3) and 2.2(3). However, if we talk about graph properties of k-NL 
graphs or if we compare k-NL graphs with usual graphs, we will ignore the labeling of 
the vertices. 
Let us compare the class of k-NLC graphs and the class of k-NLC trees with other 
classes of graphs. First we will show that the class of l-NLC trees is exactly the class of 
all co-graphs. Co-graphs are known by several names (Heredity Dacey [16], D*, 
2-parity [6], complement reducible [8], P,-free), see [S] for a survey. Co-graphs can 
be defined as follows: 
(1) A single vertex is a co-graph denoted by l . 
(2) The disjoint union G u J of two co-graphs G and J is a co-graph. 
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(3) The complement graph G:= (V,, { { u, u } 1 u, L’E V, A {u, v}$E,}) of a co-graph 
G is a co-graph. 
Fact 2.3. G is a I-NLC graph if and only if unlab(G) is a co-graph. 
Proof. Each composition of a co-graph can be transformed into a composition of an 
equivalent l-NLC graph with the transformation steps defined in the following table: 
co-graph 1 -NLC graph 
0 * 01 
GuJ * Gx, J 
6 3 01 
GuJ 3 G x((I, I)} J 
Since the identity is the only function R from [l] to [l], we have oR(G) = G for all 
l-NLC graphs G. That is, each composition of a l-NLC graph can be transformed 
into a composition of an equivalent co-graph with the transformation steps defined in 
the following table: 
l-NLC graph co-graph 
01 5 0 
OR(G). 3 G 
Gxs J =3 GuJ 
Gx ((1, I,) J = - GvG 
This shows that the class of all I-NLC graphs is the class of all co-graphs. 0 
It is also easy to verify that the class of k-NLC graphs is closed under complementa- 
tion for all integer k. Note that this fact does not hold for k-NLC trees. 
Fact 2.4. G is a k-NLC graph if and only ifc is a k-NLC graph. 
Proof. For all tE[k], R: [k] --) [k], S E [k]‘, and G, JENL&, we have 
q = .13 
OR(G) = olda 
GxsJ = GxsJ, 
where $= ~(i,j)E[k]‘I(i,j)4S}. 0 
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However, both classes NLCk and NLCTk are closed under induced subgraphs. This 
follows directly by Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. But NLCk and NLCT, are not closed under 
all subgraphs, because for each positive integer k, each complete graph is in NLCk and 
NLCTk, and NLCk and NLCTk do not include all graphs. 
It is also important to note that the class of k-NLC graphs does not include the 
well-known class of chordal graphs or even interval graphs. Chordal graphs can be 
defined as follows, see for example [17]: 
(1) A single vertex is a chordal graph. 
(2) If G is a chordal graph, then add a vertex adjacent to all vertices of a complete 
subgraph of G. The result is a chordal graph. 
Another interesting class of recursively defined graphs is the class of partial k-trees 
[14] that is defined by the class of k-trees including all its subgraphs. The class of all 
k-trees can be defined as follows: 
(1) A complete graph with k vertices is a k-tree. 
(2) If G is a k-tree, then add a vertex adjacent to all k vertices of a complete 
subgraph of G. The result is a k-tree. 
There is a close relation between the class of partial k-trees and the class of k-NLC 
trees. Let us show that each partial k-tree G is a (2kf’ - l)-NLC tree and thus 
a (2k+1 - l)-NLC graph. 
Theorem 2.5. For each partial k-tree G there is a (2k+1 - l)-NLC tree J with 
G = W&~(J). 
Proof. Let G be a graph with n vertices and let (ui, . . . , v,) be an order of the n vertices 
of G. The sets N ,? and N im are the sets of all neighbour vertices Vj of Ui with j > i and 
j < i, respectively. That is 
and 
The order (vr, . . . , u,) is called a perfect elimination order (PEO) of G if each vertex set 
N + for 1 < i < n induces a complete subgraph of G. 
By the recursive definition of k-trees, we know that each k-tree G has a PEO 
(0 1, ... 7 u,) such that each vertex set N:, . . . , N,f_ k induces a k vertex complete 
subgraph of G and each vertex set Nz for n - k < i < n induces an n - i vertex 
complete subgraph of G. 
It is also easy to see that each k-tree G is k + 1 colourable. That is, there is 
a mapping col: I& + [k + l] with col(u) # col(u) for all {u, v> E EG. This implies that 
each partial k-tree is also k + 1 colourable. 
Let G be any partial k-tree. Let H be a k-tree such that G is a subgraph of H. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Vc = V,. Let (or, . . . , II,,) be an order of 
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the n vertices in G, that is a PEO of H. Note that we will compute the sets N F and N; 
with respect to the edges of G and not with respect to the edges of H. 
Let col be a k + 1-colouring of the k-tree H and thus also of the partial k-tree G. Let 
Ci be the set of all colours of the vertices in NT, i.e., 
Ci:= {COl(Vj)l (Vi, Uj}EEG A i < j}. 
Let b be any bijection from 2tk+r1 to [2k+1 1. The bijection b is used to represent each 
set of colours CL from [k + I] by an integer from [2”“]. 
Now we will define a (2k+’ - I)-NLC tree Gi for 1 < i < n such that unlab(Gi) is 
equal to the partial k-tree induced by the vertices vr, . , . , Vi of G. 
(1) If N,: = 8, then let Gi:= •*(,-~). 
(2) If NT = {Uj,, .,.) Uj,,,}, then let Gi:= oR(o~(C,) xSJ), where 
J:= Gj, xg ... XOGj_, 
S:= {(b(Ci), b((T))I T_c [k] A col(Ui)E T), 
R(b(T)) := b(T - col(Oi)) for all T s [k]. 
The procedure above computes in a simple bottom-up fashion the partial k-tree G. 
Since each set Ci has at most k integers, the result is a (2k+1 - 1)-tree. 0 
An important cautionary note is that it may be difficult to recognize whether or not 
a graph G is a k-NLC graph or a k-NLC tree. The k-NLC graph and k-NLC tree 
recognition problems for each k > 1 are still open. We avoid these recognition 
problems, and in subsequent sections, we shall simply assume that, when we are given 
a k-NLC graph, we are also given its composition. 
3. Polynomial algorithms 
Most graph problems of interest search for a structure of a certain type. Such 
a structure can consist of sets, graphs, functions, numbers, true and false, etc. We are 
interested in computing such structures for tree-structured graphs in polynomial time. 
We restrict ourselves to graph problems Z7: 9’ --) %? that take a single graph G E 9 as 
input. Here, % denotes the set of all output structures. The type of the output structures 
will be unimportant for the results in this paper. 
We illustrate the correctness of our solution method in the very general context of 
algebraic specifications. The set of all k-NL graphs together with the constants 
or elk for t ~[k] and the operations oR :NLk + NLk for R: [k] --, [k] and 
xs: (NLk x NL,) -+ NLk for S c [k12 can be considered as an algebra ofgraphs with 
base set NLk. This algebra of graphs is similar to that in [7]. 
A mapping h is called a t-time and s-outspace mapping, if h(x) is computable in time 
O(t(size(x))) and the size of h(x) is in O(s(size(x))). Here, s, t : N -+ N are two integer 
mappings and size(x) E N denotes the size of x. By P-time. P-outspace, and 1-outspace 
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we denote polynomial time, polynomial outspace, and constant outspace, respec- 
tively. 
We continue with the definition of a polynomial recognizable graph problem. 
Definition 3.1. A graph problem n : 9 --) V is called polynomial recognizable (P-recog- 
nizable) with respect to the class of all k-NLC graphs if there is 
(1) a set of abstract objects Ak, constants l “,*EAk for t e [k], P-time operations 
On,R. . Ak + Ak for R : [k] --* [k], and x “,s : (Ak x Ak) --) Ak for S z [k]“, 
(2) a P-outspace transformation hk,” : NLk -+ Ak, and 
(3) a P-time problem A, : Ak + %? 
such that for all G, J E NLk and all t E [k], R : [k] -+ [k], S c [k]‘: 
(4 hk,,(*d = l n,t, 
(b) hk,rr(OdG)) = On,dh,,n(G)), 
(C) h,,n(G xsJ) = h,,,(G) xn,s h,,,(J), 
(4 n(unlab(G)) = &(h,,,(G)). 
The notion of a P-recognizable graph problem is defined with respect to the algebra 
of k-NLC graphs. A more general definition can be obtained by a straightforward 
extension to algebras with arbitrary signatures. 
Theorem 3.2. If Il is a P-recognizable graph problem, then for each k-NLC graph G, 
IZ(unlab(G)) is computable in polynomial time in the size of G if G is given by its 
composition. 
Proof. We determine II(unlab(G)) by Definition 3.1(d). Definition 3.1(a), and 3.1(b) 
shows that the abstract object h,,,(G) is computable as follows: 
(1) If G = l t for some tE[k], then h,,,(G):= •~,~. 
(2) If G = OR(J) for some R: [k] --, [k], then h,,,(G):= On,R(hk,n(J)). 
(3) If G = J x,H for some S c [k]‘, then ht.“(G):= h,,,(J) x n,s h,,,(H). 
Note that hk,, is a P-outspace transformation, see Definition 3.1(2). That is, for 
each k-NL graph G, the size of h,,,(G) is polynomial in the size of G. 
The computation of h&O,(J)), h,.,(J xsH), and d,(h,,,(G)) takes polynomial 
time in the size of its inputs, because o”,~, x “,s, and An are P-time mappings, see 
Definition 3.1 (l)-(3). 0 
Theorem 3.2 shows also that the P-outspace transformation hk,n of a P-recogniz- 
able graph problem is a P-time transformation for all k-NLC graphs if a tree 
structured expression of a k-NLC graph is computable in polynomial time. 
Assume that fl is a P-recognizable graph problem with a l-space transformation 
h k,“. Such a graph problem is called a l-recognizable graph problem. Then, we can 
compute each OR(X) and X x~,~ Y in constant time for all X, YE h,,n(NL,) 
(={hk,n(G)IGENL,)), b ecause each object in hk,,(NLk) has a constant size, i.e., 
hk,“(NLk) is finite. Now, the computation of h,,,(G) with the procedure from the 
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proof of Theorem 3.2 takes linear time in the size of the composition of G. This implies 
that d,(G), and thus n(unlab(G)) is computable in linear time in the size of the 
number of vertices in G. 
Note that for each l-recognizable graph problem ZI: 9 + %‘, the set of output 
structures is always finite. 
Courcelle [7] has shown that each graph property Z7: 22 + {true, false} - expressible 
in a certain monadic second-order logic - is l-recognizable with respect to a class of 
graphs similar to the class of k-NLC graphs. That is, such graph problems are 
decidable in linear time also for each k-NLC graph G that is given by its composition. 
The monadic second-order logic only allows quantifications on vertex sets and 
vertices. In this paper, we only consider graph problems ZZ that are P-recognizable 
and not l-recognizable. 
To show that a graph problem is not l-recognizable, we simply show that there is 
an infinite number of k-NLC graphs such that for each pair G, J of them 
ZT(unlab(G xs H)) # Ii’(unlab(J xs H)) 
for some S E [k]’ and some HE NL,. This implies 
d,(&(G Xs H)) # d”@k,“(J xsff)) 
and thus 
h,,,(G) # k&J). 
If we have an infinite number of different abstract objects in h&NLk), we cannot 
represent each of them on bounded space. Thus, I7 is not l-recognizable. 
4. The simple max-cut problem 
In this section, we will show that the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM is P-recognizable with 
respect to the class of all k-NLC graphs. Then, by Theorem 3.2, it will be computable 
in polynomial time on a k-NLC graph G if G is given by its composition. 
The SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM is defined as follows: Let G be a graph and V be a set of 
vertices from I&. The system (G, I’) is called a CM of G. The cut-size of a cut C = (G, I’) 
is the number of edges in G that have one vertex in Vand one vertex in Vc - V. A cut 
C of G is called maximal if there is no cut of G with a cut-size greater than the cut-size 
of C. The SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM ZZ: 9 + NO is the problem to compute the cut-size 
of a maximal cut of a given graph G. The corresponding decision problem is 
NP-complete in general, see problem [DN16] in [9]. 
The SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM is not l-recognizable with respect to the class of 
k-NLC graphs, because the set of all output structures NO is not finite. However, many 
graph problems that are certain versions of the simple max-cut problem are also not 
l-recognizable, even they have a finite set of output structures. For instance, let 
IZ : 9 + {true, false} be the graph property such that n(G) holds true if and only if 
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G has a maximal cut of cut-size ) Vc/,1’/4. This property Il is also not l-recognizable. 
Assume that G and J are two totally disconnected l-NL graphs with a different 
number of vertices. Then, for each transformation /I~,~, we have 
h,,,(G) + hk,“(Jh 
because H = G x gcl, 1jj J has a maximal cut of cut-size 1 V,j. 1 V,l, which is less than 
( VH[*/4, and J x(tl, t)) J has a maximal cut of cut-size ( &I’, which is equal to ( VH12/4. 
We continue with the definition of a set of abstract objects Ak, a transformation 
hk,“:NLk-, Ak, and a problem An:/&-+ N,. For each cut C = (G, V) of a k-NLC 
graphG,letfc={a, ,..., ak,b, ,... , bk, c) be a (2. k + l)-tuple of nonnegative integers. 
The integer ai is the number of vertices in I/ labeled with i, the integer b, is the number 
of vertices in V, - V/labeled with i, and the integer c is the cut-size of C. Let fG be the 
set of all fc, where C is a cut of G. 
We define 
Ak := 2W; *+’ ) (the powerset of N i. kf ‘), 
b&G):= .f~, 
A,,(X) := max C. 
(a,,...,a,,h ,r.. ..h,,c)~X 
The next lemma shows that the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM is P-recognizable with 
respect to the class of all k-NLC graphs. 
Lemma 4.1. Let II be the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM and Ak, hk,“, and An as dejined 
above. Then, for all G, J E NLI, and all t E [k], R : [k] + [k], S c_ [k]‘: 
(1) The size of hk, n(G) is polynomial in the size of G. 
(2) There is a P-time operation o~,~: Ak --f A, with 
h,,,(c),(G)) = On,R(hk,n(G)). 
(3) There is a P-time operation Xn,s: Ak X Ak + Ak with 
(4) An is a P-time mapping with 
AdhdG)) = nWab(G)). 
Proof. (1) Let C = (G, V) be a cut of a k-NLC graph G. Each fc has a size in 
O((2. k + 1) log(l l&l)). Since there are at most ) VG]2’k+1 different systems and k is 
constant, the size of fc and h,,,(G) is polynomial in the size of G. 
(2) The operation o~,~ is defined by the transformation h,,,. That is, 
oR,n(‘$n(G)) = hk,,(oR(G)) = .&,GP 
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The set foxtG) is computable in polynomial time in the size of fc, because there is 
a system 
if and only if there is a system 
(a;, . . ..a., b’l>...,b;,c)~f,~(c), 
such that 
i 
0 
ai = 
if R - l(i) = 0, 
~~~~~~~~~ aj otherwise 
and 
i 
0 
b; = 
if R-‘(i) = 8, 
CjER-l(;) bj otherwise 
for i = l,... , k. Here, R-‘(i) = (j E [k] 1 R(j) = i}. 
(3) Let H = G xsJ. For each cut (H, W) of H there must be a cut (G, I’) of G and 
a cut (J, U) of J such that W = Vu U. This implies, that fH is the set of all systems 
(a 1, . . . , ak, b,, . . . , bk, c) defined by a system 
Vi, . . . . a;, b;, . . . . b;, c’)E& 
and a system 
(a;‘, . . ..a., b;‘, . . . ,b:, c”)~h;, 
with ai = ai + af’ and bi = bj + bi’ for i = 1, . . ..k and 
c=c’+c”+ c a;b,+b;a,. 
w YJES 
Intuitively speaking, the cut-size of (H, W) is the cut-size of (G, V) plus the cut-size of 
(J, U) plus the number of edges between the vertices from V and VJ - U plus the 
number of edges between the vertices from V, - V and U. 
The computation of all these systems takes polynomial time in the size of fc and f;. 
(4) fc has a system for each cut C of G which contains the cut-size of each 
cut of G. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let II be the SIMPLE MAX-CUT PROBLEM. For each k-NLC graph G, Zi’(G) 
is computable in polynomial time in the size of G if G is given by its composition. 
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5. The Hamiltonian circuit property 
As a second example, we will show that the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY is 
P-recognizable with respect to the class of all k-NLC graphs and thus decidable in 
polynomial time on k-NLC graphs. 
We need the following important notations: A sequence (v,, . . . , u,) of m pairwise 
distinct vertices of a graph G is called a path oflength m if (Ui, Ui+ i} is an edge in G for 
i=l , . . . , m - 1. The vertices u1 and u, are called end oertices of the path. If, addition- 
ally, {ur, u,,,} is an edge in G and m is greater than 2, then (ui, . . . , u,) is called a circuit 
of length m. A graph G has the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY if G has a circuit of 
length ( &I. This property is NP-complete in general, see problem [GT37] in [9]. 
A similar example as the one in Section 4 shows that the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT 
PROPERTY is not l-recognizable. Let G and J be two totally disconnected l-NL graphs 
with 1 V,] + 1 < 1 VJI. Then, for each transformation hkVn, we have 
k,,,(G) Z k,,,(J) 
because G x{(~, ,)) G has a Hamiltonian circuit and G xi(,, i)) J not. 
We continue with some further notations. Let P = {pi, . . . ,p,} be a set of n vertex 
disjoint paths of a k-NLC graph G such that each vertex of G is contained in exactly 
one path of P. Let fp be the system (ai, 1,. . . , ak, k) of k. (k - 1)/2 nonnegative integers 
ai,j for 1 < i < j d k, where integer Ui,j is the number of paths in P that have one end 
vertex labeled with i and one end vertex labeled with j. Let fc be the set of all fp, where 
P is a set of paths of G such that each vertex of G is contained exactly in one path of P. 
Now, we define a set of abstract objects .&, a transformation hk,,: NLk -+ &, and 
a problem d n : .& + ( true, false}. 
A, := 2(N:“~“‘“) x {true, false} x N, 
h&G):= (fo, n(unlab(G)), 1 &I), 
An(X, x, y):= x. 
The next lemma shows that the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY is P-recognizable 
with respect to the class of all k-NLC graphs. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 17 be the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY and Ak, hk,n, and A, as 
defined above. Then, for all G, J E NL, and all t E [k], R : [k] + [k], S E [k]‘: 
(1) The size of hk, n(G) is polynomial in the size of G. 
(2) There is a P-time operation o”,~: Ak + Ak with 
h,&,(G)) = on,,(h,,n(G)). 
(3) There is a P-time operation x,,~: Ak x Ak --) Ak with 
h&G xsJ) = h,,,(G) xn,s hk,n(J). 
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(4) An is a P-time mapping with 
An(hli.“(G)) = Z7(unlab(G)). 
Proof. (1) Each fP has a size in O((k.(k - 1)/2)log(l &I)). There are at most 
) VG)k’(k-1)/2 different systems. If k is constant, then the size of h,,,(G) is polynomial in 
the size of G. 
(2) Since OR,” is defined by hk,“, we have 
%,(h,,n(G)) = hk,n(%(G)) = (_&K+ n(unk@oR(G))), 16~1). 
The result of ZI is equal for dab(G) and unlab(oR(G)). The number of vertices in 
G and OR(G) are also equal. The set foR,Gj is computable in polynomial time, because 
(ai,i, . . . ,ak,k)EA~j 
if and only if there is a system 
(bl.1, . . . ,b,,/JEfC 
and 
i 
0 if R-‘(i) = 0 v R-‘(j) = 0, 
f2i.j = 
&E~-l(i),j’ER-l(j) bi,,j, otherwise 
for all 1 < i <:j < k (if i’ >j’ then add bj,,i, instead of bi,,j,). 
(3) Let H = G xsJ be a k-NLC graph that has a Hamiltonian circuit. If we delete 
all edges in G and J that are not used for the Hamiltonian circuit of H, we get two 
k-NLC graphs G’ and J’. Both consist of paths. Each vertex in V, and V, is in exactly 
one path of G’ and J’, respectively. Let P and Q be the sets of all paths in G’ and J’, 
then fP ~fo and fa efJ. On the other hand, H has a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if 
there is a set of paths P and Q with f_ ~fo, fo efJ and G’ xs J’ has a Hamiltonian 
circuit, where G’ and J’ are the graphs representing the paths P and Q, respectively. 
Let (fc> XC, YG) = h,,,(G), (fJ> XJ, YJ) = h,,(J), and (fit XH> hr) = h,,n(G xs J). 
We can compute all paths in H by concatenating paths from G with paths from J. 
We need the following data structure. Let (A, B, C) be a triple, where 
A=(a,,, ,..., ak,k) forl<idj,<k, 
B = (b 1,1 ,..., bk,k) for 1 d i,j< k, 
C=(c,,, ,..., c~,~) for 1 < i<j< k 
are systems of nonnegative integers. Note that A and C have k.(k - 1)/2 integers and 
B has k2 integers. The integers in A, B, and C represent the number of paths that have 
both end vertices in G, one end vertex in G and one end vertex in J, or both end 
vertices in J, respectively. Here, bi,j is the number of paths that have one end vertex 
from G labeled with i and one end vertex from J labeled with j. 
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The computation of & starts with the set of all triples (A, B, C), where 
AefG, bi,j = 0 for 1 d i, j < k, and CefJ, There are four ways to create a new triple. 
We take a copy of a triple (A, B, C) and 
(a) concatenate a path from A with a path from B to create a path in C, 
(b) concatenate a path from A with a path from B to create a path in A, 
(c) concatenate a path from C with a path from B to create a path in C, or 
(d) concatenate two paths from B to create a new path in B. 
Each case has some subcases. A complete summary depicts the following table. 
Case Subcase Increment 
(a) 0-i,j > 0, C,,, > 0, (i, n)ES 
ai,j > O, cn,m >O,(i,rn)ES 
ai,j > O, cn,~ > 0, (j, n)ES 
ai,j > 09 Cn.01 >O,(.L~)ES 
(b) ai,j > 0, b,,, > 0, (i, m) E S, j Q n 
ai,j > 0, b,,, >O,(i,m)fzS,j>n 
ai,j > 0, b,,, >O, (j,m)ES,i< n 
ai.j > 0, b,,, >O,(j,m)ES,i >n 
6) ci,j > 0, btt,, >O,(i,n)fsS,j<m 
ci,j > 0, b,., > 0, (i, n) E S, j > m 
ci,j > 0, b,,, > 0, (j, n)ES, i < m 
ci,j > 0, b,,, >O,(j,n)ES,i>m 
(d) bi,j > 0, b,,, > 0, (C m)ES 
bi.j > 0, brz,, > 0, (j, 4 ES 
aj, n 
an,j 
ai,n 
an,i 
bn.j 
bi,m 
Decrement 
Ci,jt bn,m 
ci,j, bn,m 
Ci,jT bn,m 
ci,j, bn,m 
bi,j> bn,m 
bi.j, bn,m 
The table above has to be read as follows: If the subcase condition is true, then 
increase the number in the “increment” column by one to create a new path and 
decrease the two integers in the “decrement” column by one to delete the two old 
paths. The set of all possible triples can be constructed by a successive application of 
the instructions in the table. This takes polynomial time, because the size of each triple 
(A, B, C) is in O(k.(2.k - l)log(l&)) and there are at most IVH;Ilk’(2.k-1) many 
different triples. If the set of all generated triples does not change by any further path 
composition, we unite all paths of each triple to get a system for fH. That is, 
(di,i> .‘. > dk.k) Eh 
if and only if we have found a triple (A, B, C) such that di,j = ai,j + bi,j + bj,i + Ci,j for 
all 1 d i G j < k. This completes the computation of fH. 
H has a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if we have found a triple (A, B, C) and there 
are two integers i, j such that bi,j = 1, all other integers in A, B, and C are zero, 
(i,j)ES,and l&l >2, where lV,( = l&l + IV,\. 
(4) By the definition of h,, n and d,,. 0 
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Corollary 5.2. Let Il be the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY. For each k-NLC graph G, 
n(G) is computable in polynomial time in the size of G if G is given by its composition. 
A simple modification of the data structures used in the proof of Lemma 2.3 shows 
that the problem to compute the length of a longest path or longest circuit is also 
P-recognizable. Here, we have to store additionally the lengths of the paths we have 
already found. 
6. Conclusion 
We have defined two new classes of recursively defined graphs, called k-NLC 
graphs and k-NLC trees. Furthermore, we have introduced a very simple method for 
the design of polynomial algorithms on tree-structured graphs for difficult graph 
problems (NP-complete or worse). We have exemplified our method with the SIMPLE 
MAX-CUT PROBLEM and the HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT PROPERTY for k-NLC graphs. The 
second example is already shown for co-graphs by Corneil et al. 
Of course, a solution is usually obtained by intuition and hard work. Notice also 
that the algorithms are polynomial in the size of the problem instance, but exponential 
in k. Thus, it seems to be worth looking for very efficient operations oR,” and 
x~,~ and a very low space bounded transformation hk,n. Then, the graph problem 
can be solved in a reasonable amount of time and space in many practical applications. 
Another interesting way to define classes of graphs is by graph grammars. For 
instance, for each positive integer k there is a hyperedge replacement system [lo] whose 
language is the set of all partial k-trees. However, we do not know any already defined 
rewriting system whose language is exactly the set of all k-NLC graphs or k-NLC 
trees. Rewriting systems whose languages are similar to k-NLC graphs are certain 
versions of node label controlled (NLC) graph grammars and neighbourhood controlled 
embedding (NCE) graph grammars, see [l l-131. 
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